
Safety Requirements 
NOTE: It is important to remember that none of the roads will be closed to vehicular traffic during this 
relay. With that in mind, the following safety rules apply to all participants:


1. Active team vehicles will be required to turn their hazard lights on when pulled over on the 
course.


2. Alcohol will not be allowed on the course during the relay.

3. All runners will be required to participate in a 10 minute safety course prior to running. This will 

take place at the Relay Start.

4. All runners will be required to run on the shoulder or sidewalk and face oncoming traffic unless 

otherwise specified (run on same side of the road as the cones).

5. All state and federal traffic laws apply to all runners, drivers and pacers.

6. Any changes to your team after Sept 1, 2018 will result in a $15 processing fee per change and 

a Substitution Form must be completed for EACH runner/volunteer substitution and handed in 
at the Relay Start Check In.


7. Between the hours of 8 pm and 6 am all runners will be required to run with a headlamp, a 
blinking LED light and a reflective vest. During these hours runners will not be allowed to begin 
their legs without these items.


8. Between the hours of 8 pm and 6 am every participant outside the team vehicle must be 
wearing a reflective vest except for at a designated exchange.


9. Bicycles are not permitted on the course.

10. Participants must be at least 14 years old on the day of the relay.

11. Participants under the age of 18 must have a parent/guardian sign the Relay Participant 

Waiver

12. Participants will not be allowed to cross a road with more than 2 lanes unless at a designated 

crosswalk.

13. Pets are not permitted to participate with runners on the course.

14. Present the following at Relay Start Check In:


◦ 2 first aid kits

◦ Glass chalk to write “CAUTION RUNNER ON ROAD” on team vehicle

◦ General 100 Relay Manuals

◦ At least 2 reflective vests

◦ At least 2 headlamps

◦ At least 2 red blinking LED lights

◦ Extra batteries


15. Runners may have running pacers during the hours of 8 pm and 6 am but the pacers must be 
members of a registered relay team OR must sign the Relay Participant Waiver as a pacer. The 
waiver must be handed in at the Relay Start Check In by the team captain with the runner, 
driver and volunteer waivers.


16. Runners must always wear their team race number on their front while running.

17. RV’s or motor homes are not permitted at the Exchanges.

18. Sleeping may only take place in team vehicles or at designated sleeping areas.

19. Team vehicles may not pace runners.

20. Team vehicles must seat at least 6 seat belted passengers but no more than 15 and be less 

than 20′ long.

21. Teams must AVERAGE at least a 11:00/mile pace.

22. Teams must choose one of the volunteer options.

23. Teams must keep to the Team Roster Form unless someone gets injured. In the event of an 

injury or illness a member from that team may step in and run the injured teammates legs. 
Pacers, drivers or volunteers may not step in to run the injured teammates legs.


24. Teams must run/walk the entire relay course.

25. Teams will only be allowed to aid their runner on the course during legs designated as 

"Support Legs".


